SP711: TIBCO Spotfire Annual Subscription

AT-A-GLANCE

INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
COST: $2000 per person per year

PRICE ADVANTAGE
Individually, these courses are $800 per person with 30 days access.

ONE SIZE FITS MOST
New users can start with the essentials, and work towards the advanced courses. Experienced users can jump into the advanced topics right away.

FLEXIBILITY
Training when you need it. Most lessons are 30 minutes or less. One year term allows users time to apply what they’ve learned in one module before starting the next.

SUBSCRIPTION PLAN
No more deciding which course combination is the right one for you. Get all the courses you need to develop your TIBCO Spotfire skills with a single purchase.

SUBSCRIBE TO TIBCO SPOTFIRE SELF-PACED MATERIAL
This new annual offering brings you Spotfire training, in a conveniently priced package.

FEATURES
Includes materials from the following courses
- SP121 / SP131: Spotfire Analyst Essentials I and II
- SP141 / SP151: Spotfire Analyst Advanced Calculations and Configurations
- SP144: Spotfire Analyst Extended with R/TERR
- SP232: Developer Essential Automation APIs using IronPython (Script Controls)
- SP211: Developer Essential WebPlayer APIs.
- Fundamental Topics: Adding data, creating visualizations, saving & exporting, merging data & data transformations
- Advanced Topics: Expressions, predictive analytics, text area controls, information links, R/TERR in Spotfire, and automating using APIs.

BENEFITS
- Approx. 40 hours of videos, many demonstrations & solutions with varying complexity
- Modular approach, target topics to complete the analysis you are working on right now.
- Training for Spotfire Analyst client users, data scientists, and developers
- Explore options for taking your analyses in Spotfire to the next level.
- Targeted videos help you to focus on the topics you need to learn now.
- Interactive, follow-along approach allows you to explore the tool.
- Download data used in demonstrations to build your own solutions
- Additional exercises encourage you to apply what you’ve learned.
- Quick reference guides provide a quick review when watching a video isn’t practical

SUBSCRIPTION DETAILS
Our subscription plans allow you to access our Spotfire library of Online developer content for one year.

PREREQUISITES
None